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What is your scale for the good or bad development of a state?  
I see two main aspects to characterize the status and future of a state: The internal development and the 
international influence. 

The internal development of a country 
When thinking about the future of my country, I judge the way of living in my country:  
- In which way are conflicts treated?  
- Which public offers and regulations are in place and what do they support and what not?  
- What perspectives do people have for their live? 
The answers to these three questions describe the predominant culture in a country.  
And for the future: what improvements are possible or which draw backs can be expected but should be 
avoided.  

Different people may have different views on what are draw backs and what are good developments. And 
they will try in one or the other way to take influence on their own future. Politically the question is: 
=> What are the demands of the citizens, and  
      how will the political class and economic leaders act and react? 

The international influence 
The other main aspect is the international influence a state has in this world and the expectation how this 
influence will develop.  
What potentials do different European states have which enable them to take international influence? Will 
these abilities become stronger or will they decrease? 
How dependent is a European state on other – also non-European - states? Can we expect good will and co-
operation by other states aiming at win-win situations? Or is there an external influence which is conceived, 
at least by relevant parts of the population, as a potential threat for the favored internal development. 

What does it mean for a European country in the next decades to be able to take influence or to be 
dependent, and what consequences will this have for the internal development?  
To answer this question, we must closely look to the challenges of real life and consequently to the problems 
a European country will face when attempting to master these challenges. 

Imagine the USA being split up into 50 states with 50 small armies and with 50 independent governments, 
which only by chance can agree. Would this be an advantage for the internal development of the 50 
countries and for the political influence of North America in the world?  Would this be a better base for the 
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desired perspectives of live for the people in NA?  
So, let us talk about challenges. 

Challenges - they will drive us, but into which future? 
The basic democratic challenge 
The first thing we have to admit is: We may like or we may not like the challenges of our time. They are not 
our choice. They are our challenges. 

Already with this remark we are at a political road junction. As we feel some challenges to be uncomfortable 
and disturbing, we have to decide which kind of approach shall be taken to meet also uncomfortable 
challenges:  
approach 1 
Do we want to understand why we are faced with such a problem package, and consequently demanding for 
good explanations, which allow to understand and anticipate how a solution may look like and what our 
contribution can be?  And do we want a political leadership to master these challenges. 
or 
approach 2  
Do we rather prefer just to be shielded against the uncomfortable influence and symptoms and prepare for 
remaining untouched, and consequently justifying this approach with thinking models which have to be 
simpler then a seemingly uncomfortable and overchallenging reality, eventually up to the point of ignoring a 
challenge at all by justifying that the challenge does not exist, as the current US president does with respect 
to the human caused factors of the climate change? Fake realities in which it is popular to find someone who 
is guilty and a good candidate for bashing, will turn out to be the main stories for approach 2.  Solutions and 
their reasons are out of scope.   

The balance of power which decides what approach is demanded by the public and finally taken by the 
government will in my eyes be decisive for the internal development of a country.   
It also implies a decision for democracy or against democracy, for human rights or against human rights. 
Most European countries favor the first approach. But there are also countries, which currently favor the 
second approach like for example Poland and Hungary.  And we have at least one right wing party in each 
European country which also advertises and tries to implement approach 2.  

Therefore, an important question for democracy in Europe is:  
Which approach will prevail in which European country, to meet major challenges? 
Does the Brexit decision for example has a flavor of approach 2 ? 
 
I consider as a central democratic challenge for Europe and for each single country in Europe to fight for 
attitudes (e.g. the standing not to make others responsible for the own faults) which support and long for 
approach 1. 

Three categories of challenges 
 1. challenges, which due to their nature can only be handled successfully by a worldwide co-operation.  
   Examples are: 
 - keeping the international financing system stable and controlled 
 - fair international trade and a just taxation  
 - stable countries with non-corrupt governance, growing prosperity and fair economic chances  
   also for women  
 - to overcome poverty and support education also to mitigate population growth,    
 - Epidemies (which do not respect boarders) 
 - the climate change as far as it is caused by human economic behavior 
 - migration (avoid destabilization caused by migration)  
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 - the elimination of causes for migration 
 - international terrorism 
 -  …. (list not complete) 

2. challenges which can only be solved on a European level and not by a single European state on its own. 
 Examples are: 
 - the economic stability in Europe and a growing prosperity and competitiveness 
      + one financial policy for the EURO 
      + a European banking union and banking supervision 
      + a European standardization (technical, economical environmental, health, social) 
      + agree on common European institutions 
 - the stability of democracy in Europe and enforcement of Human Rights in Europe 
China is the most powerful example to show that a democracy guided by human rights today does not  seem 
to be the only system to achieve economic prosperity. Which of the two models will prevail is not decided.   
 
 - the international influence of Europe in the world (compared to USA China, Russia and India) 
    + to strengthen the European influence and capability to meet global challenges 
    + to strengthen the European capability to calm down conflicts  
 - European immigration rules 
 - a fair distribution of immigrants in Europe for not overchallenging singe states in their integration efforts  
   and for avoiding destabilization of European states  
 - better protection of the outer boarders of Europe and keep the inner European boarders open 
 - a European internet concept and protection against cyber-attacks 
 -  …. (list not complete) 

3. Challenges which can be solved by a single European state.  
Examples are: 

- fight for approach 1 to master our challenges and to maintain democracy 
- the integration of immigrants in the own state  
-  … 
- …. a list of challenges for each of more than 30 countries -> I am overchallenged, task too huge 

 

This impressive list of all types of challenges raises the question: In which direction do these challenges drive 
the politics of different European countries?   
Will Europe be driven apart? Or will this pressure unite Europe?  

If Europe takes approach 1 (above) will we have the chance to stay united? 
Will approach 2 (above) drive Europe apart? 

For the challenges which can only be mastered on European level, questions are: 
Which institutions are needed, with which capabilities and which capacities and related resources? 
 - Would such institutions be meaningful only on European level and meaningless on national level? 
 - If meaningful, could a single state afford such institutions with required capacity and resources? 
 - What consequences are implied for the competitiveness of European countries?  

The EU option - an answer to the challenges for European states? 
The EU is a project to make Europe a global player of same magnitude as the USA. If this approach is 
successful, then the future of European states is pretty much the same. They will be a part of a European 
political unit with one central government and a federal internal structure.  
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The current process of political centralization of Europe is without historical example 
All historical processes of political centralization, that I know of, have been achieved by armed forces. 
Examples are: China, Rom, USA, Germany, Italy, Spain, UK, Russia, …. 

The European political centralization now has to be achieved without armed forces and instead in peace by 
consensus and common sense for win-win situations under the pressure of global and European challenges.  
If a European state sees the EU-vision as its future then the challenge is to make political proposals, 
compatible with a non-violent centralization process, which gives a perspective for all EU states and a 
motivation to join. Obviously, the EU is not a field for just seeking the own advantage for short-term business. 
 
The EU has in its treaties documented the political will to become an “ever-closer union”. 
The assumption is, that Europe has the choice: 
Either to become a federal union with combined capabilities and combined resources to be a global player 
with related international influence,  
or to stay a group of comparatively small and insignificant neighbor states, which only occasionally can agree 
politically, each of which with its own small army. In this case European resources will be scattered in an 
inefficient way, which prevents them from having noticeable international influence, staying dependent on 
what the global players do and ask them to do.  
Also, the limits for mastering global and European challenges will be unnecessarily narrow for European 
states of current size.  
Consequently, appropriate solutions may not be aimed at due to a lack of resources and due to political 
disunity. Single European countries on their own often will not be able to offer solutions and their democratic 
system will appear weak and will lose its justification. These conditions favor right wing parties and will 
weaken democracy. 

The questions to be discussed:  
Are these alternatives as described above for the future of European states, realistic alternatives?  
Is the success of the EU-approach desirable?  

 What will change in a European federal state for the perspective of the lives of European citizens 
(compared to their current perspective in their current home country)? 

 Can a European harmonization process appear as advantage for the perspectives of live in Europe?  
Who will feel to be a loser, and with respect to what? 

 Will a European identity become predominant? 
 Current national identities will be maintained, this is not a question. 

The option to live in the shadow of a European global player 
What are the perspectives of countries and their citizens which do not want to participate in the process of 
European political centralization?  
 Will they have more chances with more influence compared with their situation as a part of a federal 

European state?  
 Will they better be able to make their own decisions? Or will they come into a position in which they are 

mainly obliged to follow and sell this as own decision?  
 Will they be able to have more resources for solving their internal problems when they are on their own? 
 In case a European federal unit would come true. Is it eventually more comfortable to stay as small 

national state in the shadow of a federal European state, which takes the global responsibility? 
What would be the balance of advantages and disadvantages for a state of current size in the shadow of 
a global European player? 

 It is not very clear of what type the relations may be to a EU-federal state. 

 


